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Introduction
This pictorial guide to access for disabled people, to buildings and
the environment, provides a series of examples to help identify
good and bad practice in implementing access standards.
It is intended to be used alongside the Manchester Design for
Access 2 manual and includes guidelines, used by Manchester
Disabled People’s Access Group, to identify access barriers in
additional specialist areas.
We have selected a wide range of examples, mainly taken around
Manchester during 2003 and 2004, covering accessible buildings,
facilities and the environment, to explain how access could be
improved, often at little or no cost, particularly if there had been
some consultation with disabled people in the design stage.
The printed manual presents a selection of images from our
database but many additional examples can be found on the
website and it is intended to add further sections and images
to the website on a regular basis. The manual is available in 14
point and 18 point, and on the Internet at MDPAG’S website
www.mdpag.org.uk
The images are freely available for use in training, advice and
wherever they may be useful in the development of best practice,
as long as the source is acknowledged.
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Access Standards
There are a number of UK standards and guidance available
to support the improvement of access for disabled people,
such as BS 8300:2001 and Approved Document M,
Building Regulations, and others produced for specific
purposes including hotel accommodation, transport terminals and
approaches, hospitals, sports facilities and others, available for
use in carrying out access audits and in developing best practice
for buildings, the environment, information and services. However,
our experience shows that referring to many of these standards
is not sufficient to promote best practice and that, in some areas,
the content of the proposals within the standards and guidance is
flawed.
We have found that although many architects, engineers and
designers try to meet these guidelines, often the standards and
guidance are interpreted wrongly or the standards themselves do
not maximise independence.
We also work within the social model of disability, which focuses
on removing barriers to maximise access, not on individuals’
specific impairments. The approach to access standards in BS
8300:2001, generally does not follows the social model of disability
and often provides options which are not inclusive.
We also consider that promoting and developing good access is
a continuing process and that standards can always be improved
upon, as technology and expectations change.
The Disability Discrimination Act requires service providers to
make ‘reasonable adjustments’ to their buildings from October
2004. As the definition of “reasonableness” is likely to change over
time and may be defined in different ways, particularly once court
decisions are made, it makes sense to provide what is currently
best practice, wherever possible, rather than design only to
minimum standards. This approach is also likely to be less costly
to an organisation, if it is later taken to court under the Disability
Discrimination Act. This approach is also likely to be less costly
to an organisation if it is later taken to court under the Disability
Discrimination Act and is required to pay damages.
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Manchester Design for Access 2 Manual
This manual was a joint production of Manchester Disabled People’s
Access Group and Manchester City Council and is intended to be
a practical guide to best practice for all projects and activities in
Manchester. It is hoped that, in many circumstances, the standards
will be improved upon. It was written to be a practical guide for City
Council staff and is also used by members of MDPAG during access
audit work, by the voluntary and community sector in Manchester
and by developers and architects.
Additional sections, including outdoor and leisure facilities,
will be added during 2004 and updates, additions and
amendments to the access standards will be available online at
www.manchester.gov.uk/disability/policies/access/

Using the Image Guide
Each image has a short description of the problem or problems or is
an example of good practice. Some images identify more than one
issue.
The images in this project are also cross-referenced to the relevant
sections in Design for Access 2.
We hope the guide will be useful in a number of situations including:
• Working with architects and designers, who may not always
understand why changes are needed in the implementation of
standards, may misunderstand elements of the standards or may
not take into account specific environmental issues that can create
unnecessary barriers for people, but are not specifically listed in
standards or guidance;
• Use by disabled people’s organisations who advise on and carry
out access audits, particularly in explaining access issues to their
clients;
• Providing examples for training and education on access issues, to
explain to participants on training courses why the implementation
of best practice standards are so important and to support
an approach to access using the social model of disability by
focusing on barriers and not individuals.
We welcome any comments or feedback on these issues, including
any new images we could add to the database.
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Manchester Disabled People’s
Access Group – who we are
We are an organisation of disabled people in Manchester which
campaigns around better access for disabled people and provides
training, consultancy, access audits and surveys. We work within
the social model of disability and co-wrote the Design for
Access manual and Design for Access 2.
We work on large and small projects for local and national
public sector organisations, voluntary sector and community
organisations and private sector and PFI projects. We are also
active within the Community Network for Manchester and the
Manchester Disabled People’s Network and have co-written
the Guidelines for Accessible Meetings and Events,
available from the Community Network for Manchester and the
Disabled People’s Network.
This project was produced by members of the Manchester
Disabled People’s Access Group.

European Year of Disabled People 2003
The project has been funded through the European Year of
Disabled People to develop issues important to disabled
people in the UK and elsewhere.
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Car parking
Key problems relating to parking include the lack of monitoring
in off-street parking, lack of adequate space for transfer from the
sides and back of vehicles and the need to place designated bays
close to entrances. Many places did not have enough designated
bays. We found in one place, the replacement of hatched
designated bays, near to an entrance, by a set of narrow spaces,
with no transfer space. The designated bays had been allocated to
directors of the organisation.
The specifications for on-street and off-street car parking are in
Design for Access 2, Section 1.

1 This used to be one of a set of designated bays with
hatching for a disabled person. It has now been allocated to
directors of the organisation and alternative spaces provided
which are further away from the entrance. They are too
narrow to allow for transfer from passenger sides and the
arrangement of spaces requires exiting from the back of the
vehicle into the flow of traffic.
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2 Another indoor parking
area where designated
spaces are not sufficient for
side or back exit.

5 There is no hatching but
spaces are almost wide
enough and there is clear
signage indicating the
designated spaces.

3 Most barriers are not
accessible for some users
as they require a driver to
reach out of the vehicle to
use the ticketing functions
and press a button for
assistance.

6 All these designated
spaces have parked cars,
with no blue badges on
show, and there is no
monitoring to ensure their
use by disabled people. As a
result, disabled people have
to park more than 50 metres
from the entrance.

4 These spaces are too
narrow.
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Crossings and
kerbs
Crossings should be designed to be clear and unambiguous in
relation to crossing points and be clear of all obstacles in the line
of walk. Zebra crossings are hazardous for some people as there
are no lights to indicate to traffic to stop and no audible and visual
indicators for crossing when traffic has stopped.
Specifications for on-street and off-street parking can be found in
Design for Access 2, Section 2.

2 Obstructions
are in the line
of walk on both
access routes.

1 Telephone pole and other
obstructions are in the line of walk.
Page 12

3 The tactile
surface is not
extended to
the edge of the
pavement and the
turning space on
the carriageway
encourages
buses to overrun
pavement.
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4 The tactile surface on the
refuge island is confusing
and there are no guardrails.

5 The tactile is set on the
radius at one side of the
crossing, leading users to
cross into the traffic and
not on the pedestrian line
if walk. The pavement is
poorly maintained with joints
between paving units not
flush with the surface and
an unprotected hole.

6 This Zebra crossing has
no white lines marked on the
crossing. Zebra crossings are
also hazardous as there are no
visual or audible indications
to cross when traffic has
stopped, or strong signals to
remind drivers to stop.

7 Another confusing Zebra
crossing with a tactile
surface and no marking on
the carriageway.

8 There are three crossings
around this refuge island,
two of which are Pelican
crossings and one is a Zebra
crossing. All of them have
the same tactile warning
surface but the Pelican
crossings have tactile and
audible signals and the
Zebra has none. The Pelican
crossings are being replaced
by Puffin crossings. The
crossing can be confusing
with different systems in
use, including the hazardous
Zebra crossing.
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Pathways and
access routes
Many access routes and public pathways have obstructions
which are not carefully guarded or highlighted, and in some
circumstances, they should be moved out of the route. Pathway
surfaces also need to be maintained and appropriate tactile
warning surfaces used. Routes also need to be well lit.
The specifications for pathways and access routes are in Design
for Access 2, Section 3.

1 This route is signposted through the public car
park to the entrance of the car park lift. On exiting
the lift, there are no signs indicating routes to the
building opposite, a conference centre. The route
leads people down steps, which are not highlighted
and in shadow, creating many falls. The entrance
doors at the other side of the route are closed as
the main entrance is on a lower level, which is not
accessible or signposted from the main car park.
2 This access route ends
at the fence and there is no
dropped kerb to access the
entrance, which is shared
with vehicle access and car
parking facilities.
Page 14
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3 These bollards in the line
of walk are not highlighted
and there is no tactile
surface to warn of obstacles.

6 An obstruction on a
narrow access route,
requiring a monitoring
system to be in place and
effective.

4 Good use of highlighted
bollards, and obstacles,
such as trees, have a
textured surface around
them to indicate an obstacle.

7 Obstacles in the line of
walk and on a tactile surface
route, which are also not
guarded.

5 An example of an
obstruction on a tactile
crossing surface.

8 An access route with a ramp
to a fire meeting point on
grass, but no route has been
made through the grass, which
is a surface difficult to move
around using a wheelchair.
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Ramps
There are many examples of temporary ramps being used which
create obstructions, are heavy to use, often go missing for other
use and are not a good design solution to access. Ramps are
sometimes too steep and do not have upstands or handrails to
both sides, which should extend to the end of the ramp and are
turned down.
Sufficient platform space at the top of a ramp, to enable door
entry systems to be used and the door to be easily reached
and opened, are often not included in designs of new ramps.
Warning tactile surfaces should also be used with external ramps
to indicate a change of level and a change of surface or colour
contrasting to indicate ramps internally.
The specifications for internal and external ramps are in Design for
Access 2, Section 6.

1 This ramp has a steep gradient, no space on the landing for
opening the door, no handrails on one side, no tactile warning
surface and is poorly maintained.
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2 This ramp is at the main
entrance but has no landing
for door access and no
handrails.

5 Containers and rubbish
are stored along this ramped
access entrance creating
obstacles for people who
use the wall for orientation,
and obstacles with wheels
sometimes get moved
further into the access
route.

3 This confusing entrance has
a steep gradient at one side of
the entrance and no handrails.
The door opens over the
ramped part of the entrance.
6 An example of a ramp from
the fire exit but there is no
hatching to leave exit clear
from parked cars.

4 This temporary ramp
has a steep gradient, and
handrails are not extended
to the end of the ramp.
Better Access – Image and Reality
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Signage
Signage often relies upon small print, uses images which are not
always commonly used or understandable without accompanying
text, such as the symbol for a lift, surfaces are often reflective
and the text does not contrast with the background. Signage to
facilities is often not placed in appropriate places, such as access
to toilets and refreshments in waiting areas, so that wayfinding
becomes difficult. Signage at stepped entrances or revolving
doors to accessible entrances is rare.
Specifications for signage can be found in Design for Access 2,
Section 17. Specifications for showers can be found in Design for
Access 2, Section 24.

1 This sign uses small print but also gives no
directions to the alternative parking or the distance
that needs to be travelled. This is significant as
accessible parking should be no further than 50
metres from the entrance and users may have to
travel further within the large building to get to
their destination.
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2 The map uses very small print, the text is obstructed and
there is no lighting to enable people to fully use the facility.
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Signage
(continued)

3 The sign shows an
accessible toilet placed in
the area of the men’s toilets,
which is not generally
accessible to women.

4 The sign shows the baby
changing facility placed in
the area of the women’s
toilets, which is generally
not accessible to male
parents.

5 The text is not contrasted with its
background, which is on a reflective
surface and is also obstructed by
plants.
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6 This is confusing signage as the
room is a unisex accessible toilet only,
and there is no access to other toilet
facilities.

7 Signs on this
door are difficult
to read, as
they are very
small and not
contrasted with
their background.

8 An example of clear signage,
contrasted with its background,
indicating routes and distances.
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Steps and
entrances
Many steps are difficult to use when the change in level and
the leading edge are not clearly contrasted. The risers of some
steps are not uniform and landings are often not included at door
entries. Handrails are often forgotten or not designed to provide
safe support. Thresholds at entrances need maintaining and
refurbishments need careful design to ensure that adjustments do
not create additional barriers. See also the section on doors and
door entry systems.
Specifications for external steps can be found in Design for Access
2, Section 7. Specifications for external doors can be found in
Design for Access 2, Section 10.

2 An example of steep
steps, where the nosings are
not highlighted, there are no
handrails and there is poor
lighting around the signs to
an accessible entrance.

1 Steps are not clearly
highlighted and there is poor
lighting with shadows, which
further confuses any visual
information about the steps,
leading to regular falls.
Page 22
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3 There is no accessible
entrance indicated on any
doors or features around
the entrance and no colour
or textural contrast on the
nosing of the steps and at
the base of the steps.

6 Entrance to a new show
house in a new housing
development in 2004, with a
large step and no accessible
entrance.

4 A steep step at the only
entrance with the leading
edge not colour or texture
contrasted.

7 A wide entrance which
is poorly maintained with a
steep ramp.

5 Steep steps with handrails
not to the end of steps
and no indication of an
accessible entrance.

8 A good example of a
folding power door with a
clear route indicated and
colour contrasted.
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Baby
changing facilities
Where baby changing facilities are shared with unisex accessible
toilets, this creates obstacles for users of the toilet and of the baby
changing facilities. The changing tables are usually not accessible
for disabled parents as they are obstructed by WC pans or other
obstacles and are set too high. The rooms usually do not provide
a shelf or a seat. In some places, baby changing facilities are not
available to male parents. Where facilities are shared, there is
usually no room for other children to wait or sit.
Part M of the Building Regulations states that wheelchairaccessible toilets should not be used for baby changing.
Specifications and a layout are available in Design for Access 2,
Section 18. There are no specifications in Part M or BS 8300:2001
for an accessible baby changing area.

1 The access to this toilet
is obstructed by the baby
changing table. The door
opens inwards.
2 The changing unit is too
high and obstructs access to
wash hand basin and toilet.
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3 There is limited access to the table and
movement is obstructed by the toilet. There is
difficult access to the wash hand basin and limited
circulation space. The table is too high and there is
no room to lift a baby on to the table and no shelf
for nappies or other supplies.

4 There is no access to the
baby changing table which
is set next to toilet and a bin
is also obstructing access to
the baby changing table and
toilet.

5 There is no access to the
toilet or the baby changing
table, no transfer space
and very confusing patterns
on walls. Paper towels and
other facilities are set too
high and bins are obstructing
access to the toilet.
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Doors
BSI and Part M standards for double doors do not recognise that
often single leaf doors are the only ones left open and are too
narrow for access. Other issues include poorly maintained doors,
doors which are not colour contrasted with their surroundings,
inappropriate or inefficient door holding and door opening
systems. Glazed doors are often not highlighted. Internal doors
often do not have vision panels where there is two way flow of
people.
Specifications for external and internal doors are in Design for
Access 2, Section 10.

1 This is an example of poor highlighting on the
access doors next to an inaccessible revolving
door. There is no signage to indicate which is the
accessible door or the door which can be opened.
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3 The entrance to the first
door is not in line with the
entry to the second door.
One leaf of each double door
is kept locked but there
should be an unobstructed
throughway for users.

2 A single leaf door is shown
which is too narrow to use if
the other door is not opened.
It is difficult to open both
doors and often one can be
locked. There are no kick
plates and the handle is
difficult to use. There is no
highlighting on the glass
doors.

4 The doors to this public
telephone box are too
narrow so it is impossible to
access the facilities.
Better Access – Image and Reality
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Doors (continued)

6 There is no clear space at
the side of door to access
the door handle, leading
to difficulties opening the
door while having to move
backwards.

5 An example of good colour
contrast.
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7 The magnetic door opener, which was mistakenly
set at the bottom instead of the top of the door,
is broken and left unattended, making the door
closing a hazard for people passing through the
entrance.

8 The doors and door frames are not colour
contrasted with their surrounding and the signs on
the doors are very small. The lever handle is small
and too near the lock.
Better Access – Image and Reality
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Door entry
systems
Examples of poorly designed entry systems include the use
of small print, location of buttons too high, no use of tactile
information, use of audible systems only and confusing location of
buttons.
Part M of the Building Regulations and Design for Access 2
require door entry systems to be accessible to all disabled people,
including those with mobility, hearing and visual impairments.
Specifications in Design for Access 2 are in Section 11.

1 The signage is too small and too confusing to
make a link to the correct buttons, which are set
too high. The patterned design of the door could be
confusing in conjunction with the signage.
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2 The labels next to the
small entry buttons use very
small print that fades. There
is use of an audible intercom
system only to enter the
building and no additional
tactile or visual indicators
to use to identify each
organisation in the building.

3 The writing on the labels is
too small, the buttons have
no tactile indicators and
there are no alternatives to
the audible intercom system,
which is set too high.

4 This exit button is easy to
use with clear signage, but
the text is not embossed
and uses capital letters, not
lower case.

5 This system does not use
embossed lettering and
there is no alternative to
the audible system, which is
similar to the one set at the
door entry. The help system
is set at a good height and
location.
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Door furniture
There is sometimes a lack of contrast between door furniture and
the door and often handles and locks are not set low enough and
are not designed to be used easily. Maintenance of door furniture,
particularly locks, is often forgotten.
The specifications for door and window furniture are in Design for
Access 2, Section 12.

1 The bolt on the door obstructs access
and creates a hazard for wheels.

2 This toilet door doesn’t
close and there is no handle
on the door to pull it shut.
The lock on the door is hard
to grasp and push.
Page 32

3 The air vent set into the
door so low is a hazard for
wheelchair users.
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4 The button on the door is
hard to push and the signage
is poor.

7 The lever handle is too
short and too near the lock.

5 This lock on a toilet door
is difficult to use.

8 This round door handle is
difficult to grasp and turn.

6 The door handle is hard to
grip.
Better Access – Image and Reality
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Exhibition space
There are key access problems that are common to many
commercial and artistic exhibitions and create obstacles in relation
to entry, access to exhibits, lighting and the presentation of
information.
All exhibits and activities should be accessible and take account
of standards relating to the height of switches, tables and
counters, the environment, doors, clear print, signage, information
in alternative formats and other standards referred to in Design
for Access 2 and other guidance. Where consultations include
exhibitions and feedback, interpreters and information in alternative
formats should also be provided. Further guidance is available
in the Guidelines for Accessible Meetings and Events, from the
Community Network for Manchester and the Manchester Disabled
People’s Network.

1 The plinth is intended to help users move around the object
but is too narrow at one side, blocking access to the whole
exhibit.
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2 The handles are set too
high and the approach is
on a gradient and has no
platform at the working
space of the exhibit.

4 ‘Who is this public space
designed for?’ Not for
disabled people! There is no
ramped access, the print on
the information stand is in
capital letters and the text
explaining the exhibits is
very small.

3 The approach to the
plinth is not flush with the
surface, and the step is
not highlighted, creating a
hazard on approach.

5 The plinths have no
guarding or upstands at
edges to protect from falling
off. The ramp is also poorly
designed, with an upstand
creating a further hazard.

Better Access – Image and Reality
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Internal stairs
Key issues include the need to highlight at the top and bottom of
stairs to indicate a change of level, good contrast at the leading
edge of stairs, and good even lighting. Open treads, spiral
staircases and open recesses under the stairs should not be used.
The specifications for internal stairs are in Design for Access 2,
Section 15.

1 The leading edge of the stairs is not colour contrasted, and
the space at the bottom of the steps is too near to the door
entrance.
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2 There is no indication
of changes of level, the
leading edge of the stairs
is not highlighted, and the
handrails do not continue to
the end of the stairs and are
not turned down or into the
wall. The highly reflective
surface used also creates a
hazard.
4 These stairs have poor
lighting, are very narrow
and have a dangerous turn
with uneven risers and
insufficient continuous
handrails on both sides.

3 An example of an open
tread and spiral staircase,
on which it is easy to trip.
Better Access – Image and Reality
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Lifts
Many lifts are too small for wheelchair users and scooter users and
some exits from lifts are impossible to use, particularly if they are
at a 90 degree angle to the entrance and there is no turning space
within the lift. There are very few lifts with emergency assistance
systems that are accessible and do not depend only on audible
systems. Often buttons within lifts are not at an accessible height
and do not use tactile numbering. It is also important to indicate
within the lift and outside of the lift, at which level the lift has
arrived.
Platform lifts, many of which are not capable of independent use,
are also installed inappropriately, creating obstacles in pathways,
passageways and stairs.
The specifications for lifts are in Design for Access 2, Section 16.

1 The call button is not contrasted with its
surroundings.
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2 The lift buttons are
not next to the lift, are
difficult to find, and are
not contrasted with their
surroundings.

4 Although there is space
allocated for a telephone
emergency system in the
lift, none has been installed.
There is no alternative
visual system to a purely
audible system and no
way to indicate that a call
for assistance has been
received.

3 The mirror to assist
people exiting from the lift
in avoiding other people is
obstructed by notices.
Better Access – Image and Reality
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Lifts (continued)

5 This platform lift, which
is the only accessible
entry to the building, is
not signposted at the
main entrance, is poorly
maintained and currently
out of use. The area has low
lighting, obstacles at the
entry to the steps and no
handrails.

Page 40

6 This platform lift can’t be
independently operated and
creates an obstruction in the
line of walk.
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7 This platform lift has no
guardrail around the side
and back, can’t be operated
independently, has no seat
and obstructs the stairs.

8 These platform lift
controls are hard to use as
the buttons must be pressed
all the time.

9 Although one sign says
it is an automatic door,
another notice explains
that it is not. As the
glass door does not shut
independently, it requires
a user to reach behind or
have assistance. As a result,
this lift is difficult to use
independently and the door
is often left open on exit, so
that users can’t access the
lift from the other level.

Better Access – Image and Reality
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Reception areas
Reception areas often do not have low level counters or knee
recess space and sometimes they are obstructed or used for
leaflets and advertising. They also need to be well lit and provide
facilities to communicate with all visitors, including induction loops.
The specifications for internal and external ramps are in Design for
Access 2, Section 13.

1 An example of a two level reception desk but there is no
knee recess space and the display of leaflets may obstruct
access space.
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2 A high counter with no
knee recess but it does have
induction loop systems.
Unfortunately, the button to
contact staff is set into the
high counter out of reach
and without tactile lettering.

5 This reception desk is
a good height, has knee
recess and has chairs for
support. The room and the
desk is well lit, the walls,
floors and ceilings are colour
contrasted and there is good
circulation space.

3 Here is an example of
clear signage, but the
notices use very small print
and are difficult to access as
some are very high.

6 An example of a high
reception desk, which
makes it difficult to see
and communicate with the
receptionist, and has no
seating or induction loop.

4 A low level writing space,
attached to a high counter,
but it is difficult to open,
easily broken and a hazard if
left down. There is no reach
to the reception desk for
paperwork. There is seating
available for waiting near to
the desk, although it has no
arms for support.
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Refreshment areas
Cafes, pubs and restaurants often do not take account of all their
potential users and enable friends and families to sit together
at the same height. Counters, tables and chairs are often not
accessible and obstacles often obstruct passageways and aisles.
Information, such as menus and prices, is not usually available in
alternative formats, such as large print and Braille.
The specifications for refreshment areas are in Design for Access
2, Section 13.

1 All seats and tables are high and unsupported with no choice
of seating. The chairs are not colour contrasted with the floor
and surroundings.
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2 This outside area has very
limited circulation space,
narrow aisles and obstacles
in pathways.

3 Another example of limited
circulation space. There is
a step to fixed seating and
the alternative is high level
tables and seats, so that
there is no choice which is
accessible for wheelchair
users to sit with friends
and family. The patterns
on the floor can also be
disorientating in finding
access routes.

5 There is poor colour
contrast between tables
and chairs, floor, walls and
ceiling, and obstacles are
also in grey. spotlights
create pools of light on
floors and surfaces.

4 Poor lighting makes it
difficult to see the step to
the fixed seating.
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Toilets and showers
Although many accessible toilets apparently have the right fixtures,
they are still not accessible as the layout, choice of fixtures and
the fitting continue to create barriers. Key issues include the use of
drop down rails, which need to be lifted up to unlock them, before
pulling them down, instead of using counterbalanced rails.
Other issues include the location of the flush handle, which should
be on the transfer side, access to the use of the emergency cord
in case of a fall and access to washing and drying facilities. Fulllength mirrors are often forgotten. Showers are often not level
access and do not have accessible features.
It is also rare to find visual and audible emergency alarm systems
installed, additional to the emergency assistance system. Day to
day management of facilities is also needed to ensure to ensure
that obstructions and other barriers to access can be avoided.
Specifications for toilets can be found in Design for Access 2,
Section 17. Specifications for showers can be found in Design for
Access 2, Section 19.

1 The fixtures and fittings are not colour
contrasted with their surroundings, the emergency
cord is tied up, the flush handle and other fixtures
are set too high, there is no counterbalanced drop
down rail, and the transfer space is obstructed.
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2 The flush handle
is on the wrong
side and is too
high, the drop
down rail is not
counterbalanced
and there is not
enough colour
contrast. There
is no emergency
assistance cord or
alternative system.
The bin is a good
size and placed on
the other side of
the transfer space.

3 A good layout, including fittings for a hoist, but
fixtures are not contrasted with their surroundings.
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Toilets and showers
(continued)

4 This shows an obstruction in the transfer space,
the entrance is used for storage, the wash hand
basin is on the wrong wall and the drop down rail
is fitted the wrong way. The hand dryer is set too
high.
5 There is limited transfer
space, no drop down rail and
those support rails which
are fitted are cold to the
touch and the pipes on wall
are too near the support
rail. The WC pan is easily
accessible.
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8 Emergency cord is tied up
and not to the floor and not
placed in the transfer space,
also the mirror is set too
high.

6 This toilet is still in use,
with a ‘superhigh’ WC
pan, static rails creating
obstacles, no transfer space
and no access to the wash
hand basin, soap or towels.

9 An
example
of a steep
step into
a shower
in a public
building.

10 Good
use of
a bench
for an
accessible
shower.

7 Poor adaptation of a toilet
for accessible bedroom,
with no transfer space and
not enough support rails,
although useful level tap
and good contrast with
surroundings.
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